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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider the existence of multiple solutions for a non- 
linear wave equation 
Uff - uxx = g(u) in (0,~) x R, 
u(0, t) = u(n, t) = 0 for all t E R, (1.1) 
u is 27~ periodic in t. 
Many authors studied the problem of the existence of nontrivial periodic 
solutions of the nonlinear wave equation (1.1) (cf. [ 1, 3, 4, 63 ; in par- 
ticular, see [4] for further references). Our purpose in the present paper is 
to study the relation between the multiplicity of periodic solutions for (1.1) 
and the eigenvalues of L = ~3: - 8: which are crossed by g(t)/t as t varies 
from 0 to co. Our method employed here is based on a existence result for 
pseudo-monotone mapping and does not demand any differentiability 
on g. 
We impose the following hypotheses on g: 
(i) g: R + R is a continuous odd mapping such that g(0) = 0, 
g*(co) = lim sup g(t)/& g,(co) = lim inf g(t)/t 
111 - a- id - cfz 
exist in R and 
where Z = { . . . . -l,O, l,... } and N*=l\r\{O)= {1,2 ,... }. 
(ii) For each (j, k) EN* x Z with j2 - k2 E [a, 81, (mj)2 - (nk)2 $ [cc, p] 
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for any (m,n)EN* xN\((l, 1)) in case that k #O, and (mj)‘# [a, j?] for 
any m E N*\{ 1 } in case that k = 0, where 
In the following we set 
g*(O) = lim sup g( t)/t 
Ifl -0 
and g,(O) = lim inf g(t)/t. 
IfI -0 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that g satisfies (i) and (ii). Then the problem (1.1) 
has at least m, solutions which are nonconstant in t, and m2 nonzero solutions 
which are constant in t, where m, and m, are the cardinal numbers of the sets 
M, = { (j, k)&* xN*: min{g*(O),g*(oo)} <j2-k2<max{g,(0), g,(co)}} 
M,= {j~N*:min{g*(O), g*(co)} <j2<max(g,(0), g,(a)}, 
respectively. 
By a solution of (l.l), we mean a function u E L2( [0, n] x R) which is 
2x-periodic in t and such that 
x 277 
51 0 0 
u(v,, - v,,) dt dx = 1; 1;” g(u) v dt dx 
for all u E C’( [0, n] x R) satisfying the boundary and periodicity condition. 
The following theorem is a general form of Theorem 1, in which we 
remove the condition (ii): 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that g satisfies (i) and O$ [a, 61. Let M,, M2 be 
as in Theorem 1. Then the problem (1.1) has at least m T solutions which are 
nonconstant in t, and rn: nonzero solutions which are constant in t, where 
m:, rn: are the cardinal numbers of the sets 
Mf’ = {(j, k) E MI : (mj)’ - (nk)2 4 [a, /3] for any (m, n) E N* x N\{ (1, I)} 
Mf = { jtz M,: (mj)2 $ [a, p] for any m E N*\{ l}}, 
respectively. 
Remark 1. Amann and Zehnder [ 1 ] consider the existence of multiple 
solutions of the problem (1.1) for g E C’( R, R). It was assumed in [ 11 that 
0 +! [a, /3] and a, j?~ R. We note that if the condition (ii) holds, then it 
follows that 0 $ [a, B] and a, /I E R. 
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Remark 2. In Theorem 5.1 of [ 11, it was assumed that [cc, fl] n 
(j*:jd*}=@. On th e other hand, the condition (ii) allows that 
[ct,/?]n{j*:j~N*}#@. For example, we see that if 24~~s 
min( g*(O), g*(co)} < 25 and 34 < max{ g,(O), g,(co)} <B < 35, then the 
condition (ii) holds and the cardinal numbers of M, and M2 are 10 and 1, 
respectively. Therefore we have by Theorem 1 that (1.1) has 10 time-depen- 
dent solutions and one time-independent nonzero solution. We next see 
the case where 24 <a < min{ g*(O), g*(co)} < 25 and 36 < max{ g,(O), 
g,(co)} <p<37. In this case, m, = 13 and m, = 2. It is easy to see that the 
condition (ii) does not hold. In fact, (6, i) # MT (i = 1,2, 3) because 
(6, 0)~ [a, p]. Thus we have that rn: = 10 and rn: = 2. Then by 
Theorem 2, we have that (1.1) possesses 12 time-dependent solutions and 2 
time-independent nonzero solutions. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section, we first describe abstract results which are crucial for our 
argument. Throughout the rest of this section, E and E* denote a reflexive 
Banach space and its dual space, respectively. A mapping T: E + E* is said 
to be pseudo-monotone if for any sequence {u”} c E which converges 
weakly to an element u0 E E with 
lim sup( Tu,, u, - uO) < 0, 
we have 
(Tu,, u,-u)<liminf(Tu,, u,~--0) for all u E E. 
Let H, K be nonempty closed convex subsets of E. We denote by a,K 
the set of z E K such that U(z) n (H - K) # 12/ for every neighborhood U(z) 
of z and by i,K the set of ZE K such that U(z) n (H-K) = @ for some 
neighborhood U(z) of z. aK and iK denote the sets of boundary points and 
interior points of K, respectively 
THEOREM A. Let T: E+ E* be a pseudo-monotone mapping such that 
for each bounded set D of E, the set T(D) is bounded in E*. Let H be a 
closed convex subset of E and K be a bounded closed convex subset of H such 
that i,K # 0 and for each z E a,K, there exists y E i,K satisfying 
(Tz,z- y)30. 
Then there exists u E K such that 
(Tu, y--u)20 for all y E H. (2.1) 
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Theorem A is a version of Theorem 7.8 of Browder [S] and it can be 
proved by the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 1 of [7], by 
using Theorem 7.8 of [S]. So we omit the proof. The following proposition 
is a simple consequence of Theorem A. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let T: E + E* be a pseudo-monotone mapping such that 
for each bounded subset D of E, T(D) is bounded. Let {E,} be a sequence of 
subspaces of E such that E, c E, + 1 for n B 1 and the set U,, E, is dense in E. 
Let K be a bounded closed convex subset of E with nonempty interior. 
Suppose that the following condition is satisfied: 
for each n 2 1 and each z E aK n E,, there exists 
yEiKnE, such that (Tz,z- y)>O. (2.2) 
Then there exists u E K such that TM = 0. 
Proof. Since aKr\ E, = a,K for n z 1, we have by Theorem A that for 
each n > 1, there exists u, E K n E, such that 
(Tu,, y--u,)>0 for all y E E,. (2.3) 
Since K is bounded, we may assume that u, + u E K weakly in E. By the 
hypothesis, there exists a sequence {zn} such that z, E E, for each n > 1 and 
z, + u strongly in E. Then we have that lim sup( TM,, u,- u) = 
lim sup( TM,, u, - z,) Q 0. Similarly, we have from (2.3) that lim inf( TM,, 
u, - y ) < 0 for each y E E. Then by the definition of pseudo-monotone 
mapping, it follows that 
(TM, u- y)<liminf(Tu,, u,- y)<O for all y E E. 
This implies that TM = 0. 
We next introduce some notations and modify the problem in order to 
use the result above. 
We let Q = [0, n] x [0,2n]. C, denotes the space of continuously 
infinitely differentiable functions u in (x, t) E (0, rc) x (0,271) which satisfy 
~(0, t) = u(rt, t) = 0 for all t E [0,27r]. L* denotes the completion of C, with 
respect to the norm IuI z = (u, u)l’*, where (u, v) = Se MU. The Hilbert 
space L* has an orthonormal basis {bik: (j, k) E N* x Z} consisting of 
eigenvectors of L = a: - a:, 
$/7r sin(jx) sin(kt) (j, k) EN* x N* 
qijk(x, t) = l/71 sin(jx) jeN*, k=O 
&/n sin( jx) cos(kt) (j, k) E N* x ( -N*). 
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It is obvious that Ldjk = (j2 -k*) dik. Then a function u E L2 has a Fourier 
expansion of the form 
'= f f aj,k sin(jx) exp(ikt), a,,k = tii,-k. 
J=I k=-m 
Let f?={u~L~:~im_~~~=~~ lj2-k2/ (aj,k(2+xj=Ikl laj,k12<~}. Then 
H is a Hilbert space under the norm 
lb412= f f U2-k21 laj,k12+ c laj,k12. 
j=l kc-a i= WI 
Let N(L) denote the null space of L, i.e., N(L) = (us L2: ajk = 0 for 
j2 - k2 #O}. For each eigenvalue 1 of L, we set 
Hf= {uEfi:ajk=O for j2-k’>A}, 
Hi= {uEti:ajk=O for j2-k2#l}, 
and 
Hi= {uEfi:ajk=O for j2-k’<A}. 
It is known that the injection fin N(L)’ -+ L2 is compact. We denote by 
Pt , P;‘, and Pi the projections from L2 onto Hi, Hi, and Hi, respectively. 
P, and P- denote the projections from L* onto E, = {UG L2: ajk = 0 for 
j< lkl} and E- = {uEL2:ajk=0 for j3 lkl}, respectively. 
Let g be a mapping which satisfies the condition (i) and such that 
~1, PER with c( >O. Then the mapping 2: L2 + L2 defined by g(u)(s) = 
g(u(r)) for UE L2 and 7 E Q is a maximal monotone operator on L’ 
(cf. [2]). Let ;1 be a positive eigenvalue of L. We define a mapping TA from 
fi into the dual space fi* of fi by 
(T,u,o)=(-Lu+g(u),v-2(P;+P;)u) for all U, u E a. (2.4) 
(Equivalently, we can define TA by Tl( u) = - L( u - 2( Pi + P$) u) + g(u) - 
2( P: + Pi) g(u) for u E fi). Then it is obvious that tl E Z? is a solution of (1.1) 
if and only if T,u = 0. 
From the definition, we have the following proposition: 
PROPOSITION 2. For each positive eigenvalue 1 of L, TA : I? --) fi* is a 
pseudo-monotone mapping such that for each bounded set D of fi, T,(D) is 
bounded in A*. 
ProoJ: Let A be a positive eigenvalue of L and {u,} c fi be a sequence 
such that u,, + UE Z? weakly and lim sup( TAu,, U, - u) ~0. We put 
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u=v+w+z and u,=u,+w,+z,, where u,v,EHtnN(L)‘, w, w,EN(L), 
and z, z, E Hi @ Hi, respectively. Then we have that v, + v, w, + w, and 
z, + z weakly in H, respectively. Recalling that fin N(L)’ is compactly 
embedded in L*, we see that v, + u and z, --) z strongly in L*. From the 
definition of T,, we have 
(T~u,,u,-u)=(-Lu,+g(u,),v,+w,-z,-(v+w-z)) 
= (-L(v,+z,),v,-z,-(v-z)) 
+(g(u,),v”+w,-z,-(u+w-z)). (2.5) 
Since E, n Ht is a finite dimensional space, we have that P + v, + P + v 
strongly in H. Then we find that 
1iminf<-L(o,+z,),v,-z,)=1iminf(~~P~v,(~*-~(IP+v,~~*+~~z,~~*) 
2 IIP- 41*- IIP, 412 + 11412 
= (-L(v+z), v-z). (2.6) 
Then we have from (2.5) and (2.6) that 
lim sup{ g(u,), v, + w, - 2, - (v + w  - 2)) < 0. (2.7) 
Since z, --f z strongly in L*, (2.7) implies that lim sup( g(u,,), U, - u ) < 0. 
Then it follows from Lemma 1.3 of [2] that g(u,) + g(u) weakly in L* and 
( g(u,), u, ) + (B(u), u ) as n + cc. Then again from the fact z, + z 
strongly in L*, we have that 
<~(~,),v,+w,-z,)-t<~(~),u+w-z), as n-+oo. (23) 
Recalling that Lu, --* Lu, weakly in fi* and g(u,,) + g(u) weakly in L2, we 
obtain from (2.6) and (2.8) that 
(TAu,u-y)<liminf(T,u,,u,-y) for all y E Z?. 
Thus we have shown that Tn is pseudo-monotone. It is obvious that TA 
maps bounded sets of fi into bounded sets of fi*. In fact, it is sufficient to 
see that 
I~T,~,u)l~I~-~~+~~~~,~,~-~,~-~,~~l 
G IMI II4 + maxtaT P> II41 llvll 
for each U, v E fi. This completes the proof. 
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Remark. In the event that u, BE R with p < 0 and 1. < 0, we set 
(T,u, v) = (Lu - g(u), o - 2(P; + Pi) II) for u,v~fi. (2.9) 
Then by the same argument as in Proposition 2, we have that T, is pseudo- 
monotone. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREMS 1 AND 2 
In the following, we assume that g satisfies (i) and (ii). By the condition 
(ii), we have that ~1, /?E R and 0 4 [cr, a]. In this section, we will treat the 
case where c1> 0 and g*( cc) < g,(O). Our argument in this section is still 
valid with minor changes for the cases where B < 0 or g*(O) -C g,( oo). 
For each (j, k) E N* x 2, we put 
flj,k = (u E L2: u(x + 271/j, t) = u(x, t), u(x, t + 271/k) = u(x, t) 
for a.e. x E [0, rc] and a.e. t E [0, 2rc- 2x/k] } for k # 0, 
Hj,k = {U EL*: u(x + 2rc/j, t) = u(x, t), U(X, t) is t-independent 
for a.e. x E [0, rc] and a.e. t E [0, 27t]> for k= 0, 
where U(Z, t) = -u(27r-z, t) for ZE (rc, 27~1 and t E [0,27c]. Also we put 
Nj,k = span{ sin( jx) sin(kt), sin(jx) cos(kt)). Pj,k denotes the projection 
from L2 onto Nj,,k. 
To prove Theorem 1, we will show that for each (j, k) E M, u M2, there 
exists a solution UE H,,,ufi of (1.1) with P,,u#O. Since it follows from 
(ii) that Nj,k n H, m = (0) for each (j,k), (I,m)EMluM2 with (j,k)# 
(I, m), we have that uj+ # u,,~ for (j, k) # (1, m). It is also obvious that u,,k is 
t-dependent for k # 0, and uj,k is t-independent for k = 0. 
We now fix (j,k)EM,uM, and put A=j2-k2. Let UEL~ 
u = 1 a,,, sin(lx) exp(imt) 
/>O,rn 
with a - I,m = al,-,. Then it is easy to see that u E Hik if and only if a,,,, = 0 
for all f, m which are not multiples of j and k, respectively (i.e., I # nj and 
m # nk for all n E Z with n # 0). Then we can see that for each u E Hj,k A I?, 
Lu = 0 if and only if (Lu, u) = 0 for all u E Hj,,k n I?. It is also easy to see 
that Hj,k is invariant by g. Thus we find that u E Hj,,k n A is a solution of 
(1.1) if u is a solution of 
(-Lu+ g(u), u) =o for all u E Hjk n I?. 
This implies that u E Hj,,k n A is a solution of (1.1) if u satisfies 
(TAu, o)=O for all u E Hj,k n H. 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
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Then we are going to seek a solution u E Hj,k n fi of (3.2) which satisfies 
Pj,LU#Q* 
In the following, we put for simplicity that H = Hj,k n I?, H, = Hi n Hj,k, 
H, = Hi n Hj,k, and H, = Hi n Hj,k. P,, P,, and P, denote the projections 
from H onto H,, HZ, and H3, respectively. Then from condition (ii), we 
find that there exist eigenvalues A*, A* of L such that A, < a <p < I*, 
CL4 u> a* 14: for all UE H, (3.3) 
and 
(Lu, u) B1* 1241: for all UE H,. (3.4) 
It also follows from (ii) that H, = Nj,k. In the rest of this section, we 
assume for simplicity of the proof that I, > 0. It is easy to see that our 
argument remains valid for A, < 0. We put 
f(f) = g(t) -At for PER. 
Then from the hypothesis, there exists positive constants c, d such that 
f(t) f > 0 for Jtl<c (35) 
and 
f(t)/t < -(A - c1) for ItI >d, (3.6) 
for some Cc with g*( cc ) < & < 1. 
It also follows from the hypothesis that 
(/?-l)>f(l)/l> -(l-a). (3.7) 
Now we prove the following three lemmas: 
LEMMA 1. There exists p1 > 0 such that 
(T,u,u-2P,u)>O for all UEH with IPzu12<p1. (3.8) 
Proof. Let u E H. For simplicity, we put ui = P, u, u2 = P,u, and 
u,=P3u. Also we put r?=u,+u,-u3. Let 
and 
A= +Q: I(u, +d(~)I 2 ld~)l, lu(~)l GC), 
B= {,EQ: I(u,+dt)l B lu,(~)l, lu(r)l >c>, 
C= (7~ Q: I(UI + uJ(~)l< ld~)l>. 
We see that 
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Then we have 
(r,u,u-2P,u)=(-Lu+g(u),ii) 
+ IP~u,l:-;*lP,u,l:+r:lu,l:i~~f(u)lidr). 
1 
(3.9) 
Since sgn u(z) = sgn ii(t) on A, it follows from (3.5) that 
s nf(U)cdtaO. (3.10) 
We have from (3.7) that jCf(u) ii LIT > -(B-A) SC ( Iuj12 - Iu, + u212) dr. 
Then it follows that 
(Iz*-1)Iu3l:+J f(u)~~~~(~*-~)lu,l:-(B-~)lu,l: 
c 
2 (A* -B) Id:. (3.11) 
Now we choose p > 0 such that (a-1,) t2 - 2p(A - c() t - p2(Iz - CI) > 0 for 
all t with 2t > c - 2~. From the definition of H,, we can choose p, > 0 so 
small that sup,, e Iu(z)l <p for all UEH, with Iu12<p,. We now suppose 
that Iu212 < pl. Then since luI(z)l + p 2 luJz)l and lul(z)l + [z+(t)1 + p > c 
for each z E I?, we find that 2 lu,(s)l > c- 2p for each z E B. Then noting 
that 
2 -(A-a)j (lull +p)‘d7 
B 
we have that 
I~-%I:-~*I~+ u,l:+ilu,l:+SBf(U)P~~ 
2 s B ((1 -A,) lud~)l’- (A - aNlul( + P)‘) dT 
2 5 B((a-&) lu,(r)12-2p(l-a) b,(7)l-p2(A-a))d7 
2 0. (3.12) 
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Then by combining (3.1Ok(3.12) with (3.9), we obtain that (T,u, u- 
2P,u) 20 for all u with IP,u(,<p,. 
LEMMA 2. There exists pz > 0 such that 2p, < p2 and 
(Tlu,u)~O for all UEH with )P,u12>p2. (3.13) 
Proof: Let UEH, and ul, u2, and u3 be as in Lemma 1. We set f= 
u1 - u2 - us. Also we set 
A= {TEQ: \u(t)l cd}, 
and 
B= (7~Q: I(uz+d(~)l> lu,(~)l, lu(z)l Ndj, 
C= +Q: I(u2fud(~)l< lu,(~)l, lu(~)l ad). 
Since I(uz + uJz)I < lu,(z)l + d for z E A, we have that 
I Af(U)~d~Z -mjA (luz+4+lu,l)dz 
2 -2mlQl”’ lul12-mdlQl, 
where m = sup,,, Gd If(t)l. By using (3.5)-(3.7), we have that 
~~f(u)iih~(a.-cc,~~(lu,+u112--(u~(*)dT 
and 
s Cf(u)fidT> -(&a)/ (l~,1~-lu~+u~J~)d~. C 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
From (3.15) and (3.16), it follows that 
~~“~S(u)irdr~(i.-ii)~~vcIu2+u~12d~-(~-~)J~~Jf. (3.17) 
Then we obtain that 
~-~~+g~~~,~~~~l~-~,l:-~*l~+~,l:+~l~,l: 
+(1*-J) luAi-(~-a) lu,lZ 
-2mlQl”‘l~,12-m4Ql 
+(M)l (~2 + uJ2 dz. (3.18) 
BuC 
505/71/2-10 
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Then from (3.18), we find that there exists r > 0 such that (-L.u+ 
g(u), C) > 0 for u with lull1 2 r. Suppose that (u, Iz < r. Then noting that u2 
is orthogonal to uj, we can easily see that 
3lu,I:+lu,I:- (lu,l+d)Zdt+GO I Q 
as Ju212 + co uniformly in u3. This implies that there exists pz > 0 such that 
(T,u,u)=(-Lu+g(u),ii)>Oforeachu~Hwith ~~,~~~p~. 
LEMMA 3. There exists r > 0 such that 
(T,u,u-P,u)>O (3.19) 
fureachuEHwith (P2~12~~2andJI(P,+P,)uilkr. 
Proof: Let UEH with (P,u12<pz. Let ul, u2, and IQ be as in Lemma 1. 
:+~luIl :+ IIu3112-%l:. 
(3.20) 
Then from (3.3) and (3.4), we have that 
(-Lu+lu,u,-u,)3/lP~u,(~2--*(P+u,I 
We put 
and 
A = {t E Q: I(ul+ uA~)l< 4, 
B= {,eQ: ld~)l a lu,(z)l, I(ut +dt)l ad} 
C= 1-Q: ld~)l< Iu~(~)I, I(u, +~,)~)I>~). 
Then we have 
and 
s Af(~~+~~)h-ud~~~ -~lQl”‘~l~,l2+l~~l2, 
s f(ul + Q)(u~ - ~3) dz b 0 B 
(3.21) 
(3.22) 
s c 
f(u, +u,)(u, -uddra -(A-a) jc (lu,12- lu,12)dz 
2 -(1-a)Ju,I:. (3.23) 
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On the other hand we have that for each r~ Q, If(u(~))- 
A-1 + uAr))l Gk Iuz(~)I, w  ere k=max{fl-&I-x}. Then it follows h 
s f(u)(u1- u3) Q 
= JQfb, + U3)(UI - u3) + JQ (f(u) -f(u1+ U3)NUI - u3) 
a -~lQl”‘(b41l2+ lu,l2)-(~-~)I~,I:-kp2(lu,lz+ l42). (3.24) 
Since E, n H, is a finite dimensional space, we have that there exists 
positive constants c,, c2 such that 
11~-~,112-~*1~+~,1:+~1~,1:-~~-~~ l&l:+ Il~,l12-4u~I: 
2 Cl 11~1112 + c2 II~3112. (3.25) 
Then from (3.20), (3.24), and (3.25), it follows that 
~-~~+~~~~~~,-~,~~~,lI~,ll2--c3I~~I2+~2lI~~/I2-~~I~~I2, 
where c3, c4 are constants which do not depend on ur , u2, and u3. Then we 
can see that there exists r > 0 such that 
for u with I(ur + u3(l >,r and lu212Gp2. This completes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 1. By using Lemmas 1, 2, and 3, we will show that 
there exists a solution u E H (= Hj,k n fi) of (1.1) with Pj,k~ ~0. We set 
K= 9’(r) x S2(p,, p2), where 
and 
So(r) = (u E H, 0 H, : [lull < r} 
S2(p,, p2) = i sin( jx) sin(&) +i sin( jx) cos(kt): a, b E [pI, pz] . 
Let no be a positive constant with no > A ( = j* - k*). We set 
E,=span{f$jk:O< lj2-k21 <n,+n}@span(~,,: Ikl <n} 
forn~l.ThenwehavethatH,cE,,E,cE,+,foreachn~landU,E, 
is dense in H. We claim that K satisfies the condition (2.2) with respect to 
TA. That is, we will show that for each n > 1 and each u E aKn E,, there 
exists v E iK n E,, such that 
(Tnu, u-0)20. (3.26) 
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Here we fix n> 1. Let u~aKnE,, and let u,, u2, and u3 be as in Lemma 1. 
Then from the definition of K, we have that either u1 + u3 E &S’(r) or 
+E&!?~(P,, p2) holds. We first assume that U, + u3 E%‘(T), i.e., 
Ilu,+u,ll=r. Then by Lemma 3, (T,u,u-P,u)>O. Since P2u~S2 
(pi, p2), we find that there exists v E iK such that (T,u, u-v) > 0. 
We next supose that u2 E &S*(p,, p2) and ui + uj E is’(r). We put 
u2 = (u/n) sin(jx) sin(kt) + (b/rc) sin(jx) cos(kt). Then we see that either 
a~ bl, p2) or be {plT p2> holds. 
Assume that a = b = p,. Then we can choose E > 0 such that v = (1 - E) 
(u, + u3) + (1 + 2s) u2 E iK. Then by Lemma 1, we obtain that 
In case a=b=p,, we have that there exists EE (0, 1) such that 
v = EU E iK. Then by Lemma 2, we find that 
If k = 0, we have already shown that there exists v E iK satisfying (3.26). 
Indeed, we see that in case k=O, 
~S*(P,, p2) = { 2~~ sin(b), 2p2 sin(b)}. 
We assume k#O and that a=p, and pl<b,<p,. Let E>O with 
E<(b-pI)/bk and let 
(a + ckb) (b-cka) 
v2 = sin(jx) sin(kt) + n sin(jx) cos(kt). 
x 
Then it is easy to see that v2~iS2(p,, p2) and u2 -v2 =EU;, where 
u; = (a/at) u2. On the other hand, noting that (ui + u,)’ E E, and 
u, - u3 E iK, we have that for sufficiently small E > 0, there exist v, E H, and 
u3 E H3 such that vi + v3 E int So(r) and (ui - u3) - (v, - us) = -s(ui + Us)‘. 
Put o=u,+v,+u,. Then since (Lu, u’ ) = 0 and @’ g(u) u’ dr = 0, we 
obtain that 
(T,u,u-v)=(-Lu+g(u),u,-u,-u,-(v,-v,-v,)) 
=(-Lu+g(u), -&U’)=O. (3.27) 
By the parallel argument, we can prove the case b = p1 and p1 < a<~,. 
Thus we have shown that for each u E aK n E,,, there exists p1 < a < p2. 
Thus we have shown that for each UE aKn E,, there exists VE iK which 
satisfies (3.26). Then by Proposition 2, it follows that there exists u E K 
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such that T,u = 0. This implies that ME Hj,k n I? is a solution of (1.1) 
satisfying that Pj,k~ # 0. This completes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 2. We first note that if LY = --oo or p = cc, then 
M: = M: = {q5}. Then we may assume that a, /II E R. Let (j, k) E M: u M:. 
Then from the definition of M: and Mf, there exist eigenvalues A,, 1* 
satisfying A,<acp<A*, the conditions (3.3) and (3.4). Then our 
argument in the proof of Theorem 1 remains valid. Therefore we have that 
for each (j, k) E MT u M:, there exists a solution u E Hj,k n I? of (1.1) with 
Pj,k~ # 0. This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
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